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Abstract

Although most known examples of cross-modal interactions in
audio-visual speech perception involve a dominant visual signal
that modifies the apparent audio signal heard by the observer,
there may also be cases where an audio signal can alter the vi-
sual image seen by the observer. In this experiment, we exam-
ined the effects that different distracting audio signals had on an
observer’s ability to speechread a color and number combina-
tion from a visual speech stimulus. When the distracting signal
was noise, time-reversed speech, or irrelevant continous speech,
speechreading performance was unaffected. However, when the
distracting audio signal was speech that followed the same gen-
eral syntax as the target speech but contained a different color
and number combination, speechreading performance was dra-
matically reduced. This suggests that the amount of interfer-
ence an audio signal causes in a speechreading task strongly
depends on the semantic similarity of the target and masking
phrases. The amount of interference did not, however, depend
on the apparent similarity between the audio speech signal and
the visible talker: masking phrases spoken by a talker who was
different in sex than the visible talker interfered nearly as much
with the speechreading task as masking phrases spoken by the
same talker used in the visual stimulus. A second experiment
that examined the effects of desynchronizing the audio and vi-
sual signals found that the amount of interference caused by the
audio phrase decreased when it was time advanced or time de-
layed relative to the visual target, but that time shifts as large
as 1 s were required before performance approached the level
achieved with no audio signal. The results of these experiments
are consistent with the existence of a kind of cross-modal “in-
formational masking” that occurs when listeners who see one
word and hear another are unable to correctly determine which
word was present in the visual stimulus.

1. Introduction
Although there is little doubt that human speech is primarily an
auditory stimulus, there is also ample evidence that visual cues
can strongly influence speech perception in face-to-face con-
versations. Some of these visual cues provide redundant infor-
mation that allows the extraction of semantic information from
visual-only speech stimuli (usually referred to as lipreading or
speechreading) and dramatically improves speech intelligibility
in situations where the audio portion of the speech signal is ob-
scured by reverberation or noise [1]. However, there are also sit-
uations where the visual portions of a multimodal speech stim-
ulus seem to directly influence the auditory signal perceived by
a listener. Two classic examples of these kinds of cross-modal
interactions are the “McGurk effect,” where listeners perceive
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a” sound when they see a talker saying “aga” and hear
er saying “aba” [2], and the so-called “ventriloquist ef-
where listeners hear speech sounds at the location of a
representation of the talker’s face even when that face

tially displaced from the origin of the audio signal [3].
ugh most known examples of these kinds of cross-modal
ctions involve a dominant visual signal that unilaterally
nces the perception of a simultaneous audio signal, there
lso be cases where the perception of the visual portion
eech stimulus is directly influenced by the presence of a

. In this paper, we describe a series of experiments that
ed this possibility by examining the effects that different
of distracting speech and non-speech audio signals have
formance in a visual-only speechreading task.

Experiment 1: Effects of distracting
audio on speechreading

ethods

rticipants: Nine volunteer subjects, five male and four
e, were paid to participate in the experiment. All had nor-
earing (� 15 dB HL from 500 Hz to 8 kHz), and their
anged from 21 to 55 years. All of the subjects had par-
ed in previous experiments that utilized audio speech ma-
similar to those used in this experiment, but none had

us experience with the audio-visual stimuli used in this
ment.
udio/Visual Speech Materials: The Coordinate Re-
e Measure (CRM) speech materials used in this experi-
consisted of phrases of the form “Ready (call sign) go to
) (number) now” spoken with all possible combinations

call signs (“Ringo” and “Baron”), four colors (“blue,”
,” “red,” “white,”), and eight numbers (1-8). Thus, a typ-
ample of a CRM sentence would be the phrase “Ready
go to blue five now.”

he CRM phrases were recorded in the corner of a large
oic chamber with a digital video camera (Sony Digital
cam) located roughly 1.5 m in front of the talker. Each
(one male and one female) stood in front of a black,

tically transparent background covering the wedges on the
f the anechoic chamber, and were instructed to repeat the
phrases at a monotone level while keeping their heads
l as possible. Breaks were inserted between the CRM
s to avoid any effects of coarticulation between consec-
recordings. The resulting videotapes were downloaded

PC where they were partitioned into different individ-
I files for each of the 128 recorded phrases. Then a

ercially-available video editor (VirtualDub) was used to



Figure 1: Example frames from the CRM AVIs recorded for the
male and female talkers used in the experiment.

crop the frames of the AVI files around the locations of the talk-
ers’ heads, convert them from color to grayscale, and compress
them with the Indeo 5.1 codec. Figure 1 shows example frames
from the CRM AVIs for the male and female talkers used in
these experiments.

Procedure: The experiments were conducted in a quiet lis-
tening room with the subject seated in front of the CRT of a
control computer (Pentium III PC) while wearing stereo head-
phones (AKG K240DF). Prior to each trial of the experiment,
a MATLAB script running on the control computer randomly
selected one of the 32 AVI phrases in the corpus containing the
call sign “Baron.” The audio signal associated with this AVI
file was then stripped off, processed in MATLAB, and redubbed
onto the visual signal with a scripted call to the VirtualDub mul-
timedia processing program. This redubbed AVI file was pre-
sented to the subject through a call to the Windows Multimedia
Player. Finally, the listeners were asked to identify the color
and number combination contained in the target phrase spoken
by the visible target talker by using the mouse to select the ap-
propriate digit from an array of colored numbers displayed on
the CRT of the control computer.

A total of five different audio conditions were tested in the
experiment:

� No Audio, where no audio signal was presented;

� Noise, where the audio signal was a random noise that
was filtered to match the overall average spectrum of the
phrases in the CRM corpus;

� Miscued Speech, where the video was redubbed with
the audio signal from a phrase in the CRM corpus that
was addressed to the call sign “Baron” but contained
a different color and a different number than the visi-
ble target phrase. This miscued audio signal was time-
aligned to place the onset of the word “ready” at the same
point as the onset of the word “ready” in the target AVI
file (i.e., at the same time as the “ready” in the visual
stimulus);

� Reversed Speech, which was identical to the miscued
speech condition except that the mismatched audio file
was time-reversed before it was dubbed onto the video;

� Irrelevant Speech, in which the audio signal was a con-
tinuous narrative of a prerecorded talker reading from
the children’s story “Danny the Champion of the World”
by Roald Dahl [4]. Prior to participating in this condi-
tion, each subject was forced to listen to the entire pas-
sage three times in order to prevent them from being dis-
tracted by the content of the irrelevant speech signal dur-
ing actual data collection.

The data were collected in blocks of 60 consecutive trials
with the same target talker and the same audio condition. In the
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2: Percentage of correct color and number identifica-
n each condition of the experiment. The labels along the
sa show the five different audio conditions tested in the
ment. The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals
ch data point.

dio and noise conditions of the experiment, each of the
ubjects participated in two blocks of trials with the male
talker and two blocks with the female target talker. In

iscued, reversed, and irrelevant speech conditions of the
ment, two blocks were collected with each of the target
s in a same-sex condition, where the dubbed audio signal
poken by a talker who was the same sex as the visible

and two additional blocks were collected with each of
get talkers in a different-sex condition, where the dubbed
signal was spoken by a talker who was different in sex

he visible talker.

esults

sults of the experiment are shown in Figure 2. In the no-
condition of the experiment (leftmost bar in the figure),
bjects correctly identified both the color and the number in
ible target phrase 63% of the time. The ability of the sub-

o perform reasonably well in a visual-only speechreading
ithout any training on lipreading or feedback about their
mance is probably a direct result of the small set sizes
or the color (4-alternative) and number (8-alternative) co-
tes in the CRM corpus.
hen the same-sex miscued speech stimulus was added to
mulus, however, performance in the speechreading task
sed to 39% overall correct responses (third bar in the fig-

Thus it appears that, despite being given explicit instruc-
to ignore the audio and focus on the video, the subjects
nable to avoid being distracted by the incorrect color and

er coordinates in the audio signal that was dubbed onto
sual stimuli in the miscued-speech condition. Further-
the data from the different-sex miscued speech condi-
ourth bar in the figure) show that this distracting effect
ed even when the voice characteristics of the miscued au-
gnal were clearly inconsistent with the face of the visi-
lker. Thus, it appears that cross-modal interference can
ly impair speechreading ability even when the distracting
signal could not plausibly have originated from the visible



talker.

One obvious question this result raises is whether the mere
presence of any distracting audio signal might be sufficient to
distract attention away from a speechreading task. However, the
data from the condition where speech-shaped noise was dubbed
onto the stimulus (second bar in the figure) clearly indicate that
this is not the case. In that condition, the subjects actually per-
formed slightly better than they did when no audio signal was
present (68% correct). Similar results were found for the con-
ditions where the visual signal was dubbed with time-reversed
speech (fifth and sixth bars in the figure), which is spectrally
and temporally similar to normal speech but lacks the coherent
semantic information that occurs in normal speech.

A second obvious question that follows from the decreased
performance that occurred in the miscued speech condition is
whether the presence of any normal speech signal might be suf-
ficiently distracting to interfere with speechreading. However,
the data from the irrelevant speech conditions of the experiment
provide evidence that this is not the case either. The ongoing
narration of a children’s story by a same-sex or different-sex
talker had almost no impact on performance in the speechread-
ing task (rightmost two bars in the figure).

This leaves one to assume that there was something spe-
cial about the dubbed speech signals that were used in the mis-
cued conditions that made them especially likely to interfere
with the primary speechreading task in the experiment. One
possible explanation is that the content of the miscued signals
(i.e., a color and number combination that occurred at roughly
the same time as the color and number in the visual signal)
somehow distracted the subjects from the primary speechread-
ing task. Specifically, one might consider the possibility that a
subject who sees a talker saying one color and simultaneously
hears a talker saying a different color might occasionally be-
come confused about which color was seen and which color
was heard. Some evidence for this is provided by the fact that
55% of the incorrect number responses in the miscued condi-
tion and 64% of the incorrect color responses in the miscued
condition matched the numbers and colors contained in the mis-
matched audio signal that was dubbed onto the stimulus. This
is, in effect, a cross-modal version of the same kind of “infor-
mational masking” that has been shown to occur in multitalker
listening tasks when a listener is able to hear all of the phonetic
components of two simultaneous speech signals but is unable to
correctly segregate these components into independent streams
associated with the two competing talkers. The CRM speech
materials used in this experiment have been shown to be espe-
cially susceptible to this kind of informational masking, which
occurs when listeners who hear two simultaneous phrases from
the CRM corpus are unable to distinguish between the color and
number combination contained in a phrase addressed to the call
sign “Baron” and the color and number combination contained
in a phrase addressed to a call sign other than “Baron” [5].

To the extent that the decreases in performance found in the
miscued speech conditions were due to confusions that arose
when the subjects simultaneously heard and saw different color
words or number words, one would expect the amount of in-
terference caused by the mismatched audio signal to decrease
when it is not presented at the same time as the visual signal. In
order to explore this effect in more detail, a second experiment
was conducted that replicated the mismatched speech condition
with the distracting audio signal time advanced and time de-
layed relative to the visual stimulus.
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3: Percentage of correct color and number identifica-
as a function of the offset between the audio and visual
ns of the miscued stimuli in Experiment 2. Negative de-
ndicate that the onset of the audio signal occurred be-
e onset of the video signal, and positive delays indicate
e onset of the audio signal occurred after the onset of the
signal. The error bars show � 1 standard error around
ata point.

Experiment 2: Effect of desynchrony
with a mismatched audio signal

ethods

timuli used in Experiment 2 were derived from the mis-
peech stimuli from Experiment 1 that used the male talker
th the audio and visual portions of the stimuli. The pri-
difference was that the onset time of the miscued audio
us was delayed or advanced relative to the onset time of
deo stimulus by inserting or deleting zeros prior to the
f the audio signal before redubbing the stimulus in Vir-
b. A total of 12 different delay values were tested in the
ment: -1500, -1000, -500, -250, -100, 0, 100, 250, 500,
75, and 1000 ms (where negative values indicate that the
of the word “ready” in the audio signal was time advanced
e to the onset of the word “ready” in the visual stimulus1).
ition to the 12 delay values tested, a control condition was
ed that duplicated the no audio condition of Experiment
e same 9 subjects who participated in Experiment 1 also
ipated in Experiment 2, with each subject participating in
ls in each of the 13 conditions of the experiment.

esults

sults of the second experiment shown in Figure 3 indicate
e amount of interference caused by the presence of a mis-
ed audio signal was strongly dependent on the temporal
between the onset of that audio signal and the onset of

sible target phrase. Overall performance was worst when
ismatched audio signal and the visual target signal started
aneously (i.e., audio offset = 0 ms), and it improved sys-

te that additional copies of the first and last frames were added
beginning and end of each .AVI file in order to ensure that the
signals were on long enough to accommodate the time-shifted
ignals.



tematically as the mismatched audio signal was advanced or de-
layed relative to the visual target. Performance was not, how-
ever, equally affected by both time delays and time advances
in the miscued audio signal: when the audio signal was shifted
by less than 1 s, performance was generally much better when
the audio signal was advanced relative to the visible target talker
(negative delay values in the figure) than when it was delayed an
equivalent time period relative to the visible target talker (posi-
tive delay values in the figure). In other words, the audio signal
was less distracting when it occurred before the visual target
signal than when it occurred after the visual target signal. This
might indicate that memory effects play some role in the dis-
traction that occurs when the miscued speech signal is added to
the stimulus [6]: the process of speechreading may require ob-
servers to maintain a representation of the visual cues contained
in the speech signal in working memory for some period of time
before semantic information can be extracted from that visual
signal, and the ability to maintain this representation might be
disrupted when an audio representation of a different color or
number is presented simultaneously or immediately following
the visual stimulus. It is also interesting to note that the dis-
tracting effects of the miscued audio signal seem to persist even
when relatively large time delays or time advances are intro-
duced into the stimulus: performance in the miscued audio con-
ditions was worse than in the no-audio condition even when the
audio signal was delayed as much as 875 ms or advanced as
much as 1.5 s relative to the video signal.

It is also interesting to compare the results of Experiment
2 to the results of earlier experiments that measured the abili-
ties of observers to detect audio-visual desynchronies in stimuli
where the audio and visual signals were recorded from the same
source. Most of those experiments have found that listeners are
much less sensitive to delays in the audio portion of the stimulus
than they are to advances in the audio portion of the stimulus.
Dixon and Spitz, for example, found that listeners could detect
time advances as small as 131 ms in a video of a human talker
and as small as 75 ms for a video of a hammer strike, but that
they could only detect delays that were at least 258 ms long for
speech and 188 ms long for hammer strikes [7]. This seems to
be consistent with our finding that there was less release from
the distracting effects of a miscued signal when the audio sig-
nal was delayed relative to the visual signal than when the au-
dio signal was advanced relative to the visual signal. When the
mismatched audio was delayed relative to the visual signal, the
observers were more likely to perceive the onset of the word
“ready” in the two signals as synchronized, and thus they were
more susceptible to effects of cross-modal informational mask-
ing. However, it should also be noted that the miscued audio
signal in Experiment 2 interfered substantially with the ability
to speechread the target signal at delay values much larger than
those that would cause a detectable desynchrony in a consis-
tent audio-video signal. Thus, it does not appear that apparent
desynchronization between the audio and visual stimuli is suf-
ficient to completely eliminate the interference that a miscued
audio signal can cause in a visual-only speechreading task.

4. Summary and Conclusions
Although if has often been found that visual information in-
fluences the perception of an auditory stimulus (e.g., the ven-
triloquist effect), the results of these two experiments suggest
that a mismatched auditory stimulus can directly interfere with
the extraction of information from a visual speech stimulus. In
the speechreading task tested here, the amount of cross-modal
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nt on its semantic similarity to the content of the visual

signal. Specifically, we found that the ability to lipread
r and number combination from a visual speech stimu-
s impaired when it was presented in conjunction with a
simultaneous audio signal that contained a different color
mber combination than the visual signal. Non-speech au-

gnals, time-reversed speech audio signals, and unrelated
g speech audio signals were not found to have any sig-
t effect on performance in the speechreading task, which

sts that the semantic similarity between the audio and vi-
ignals in the miscued-speech conditions played an impor-
le in determining the amount of interference in those con-
s. In contrast, the vocal characteristics of the interfering

signal did not have much influence on the amount of
modal interference: speechreading performance was ap-

ately the same when the masking voice originated from a
who was different in sex than the visible target talker and
the same talker was used for both the audio and visual
ns of the stimulus. The cross-modal interference effect
so relatively robust to desynchronization between the au-
d visual stimulus, with some interference persisting even
the audio signal was delayed or advanced by 875 ms.
lthough these findings are interesting, many questions re-
bout the nature of the cross-modal informational masking
in this experiment. Further research is now needed to de-
e the extent to which the effect generalizes to speech ma-
other than the color-number combinations tested in this

ment, and the extent to which the synchronized carrier
“Ready Baron go to” that preceeded the color-number

nations was necessary to produce the cross-modal inter-
e effect.
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